PROJECT ON DEVELOPMENT OF FOOTBALL AND EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN FOR A BETTER CAUSE
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Hii Greetings of the day. My name is Pritish Sharma from Pathankot District in Punjab in India. I am 22 years old and in 2019 I completed my bachelor's in science (Bsc) and I am very enthusiastic to work in the field of football for needy ones (Humanity). As I am helping young brilliant needy champs (you will get link of that while scrolling down) but I need your support to take mine initiatives to great height and socialable levels and reach more and more needy champs. I alone work for humanity and help players somehow by providing sports kits and platforms am doing a lot for betterment of sports in mine district but all don't take it seriously.
"VISION OF FOUNDATION"

Born to play and conquer sports "irrespective of caste colour creed and background.

"Football For All" the name that will be of mine foundation is a foundation that will work to ensure every child enjoys the life changing benefits that come from play and sports.
I have seen no development in mine area because many champs are not financially strong also some problems are obstructing them to achieve their dreams. After so much of hurdles I contacted you. Actually the thing is that many champs in my area are very fond of games and they have raw talent that's what our champs are known for but no platform and infrastructure to showcase their talent. As you see a lot of raw talent you will be able to see but they have to suffer somehow and this really breaks them and hurts them a lot as many have suffered including my friend and I had seen him crying and I have promised myself that in future I will not let that happen again to someone.
"IDEAS"

- I want to provide platform to young champs by providing them Good grounds and facilities (coaches +education) so that they can practise here freely and help them compete with other good teams.
- Somehow I am also trying to provide them coaching facilities ones but lack of sports infrastructure and Investment.
- I am planning To work on women and girls Football also as this will be for women empowerment.
- Sir or mam it's like I want to start a foundation so that I can help them provide platform where they can play and show their talent.
Like its my plan to provide sports infrastructure to needy ones first here at mine area and afterwards regionally and after that to all over India to help Young budding champs who are not financially strong as you see I am so enthusiastic wend positive to work for humanity.

I want them to learn social values and moral values by the power of football.
"PLANS & THINGS THAT FOUNDATION WILL COVER"

• My plan is to provide infrastructure (ground+equipments+Coaches+residensial rooms+seating capacity+lights) where they can play and also to one's who can't pay money despite having good talent but no exposure and no eye on them and also to one who give up ending sports due to financial crisis.

• Making a turf field as it will be used by champs for playing and sharpen their skills. This will help young champs in a very positive approach and also in a better way.
• I want them to participate in a tournament and to play at elite level and also my plan is to conduct a league and tournament where players can come and showcase their talent.

• In that playfield the champs will play and will sharpen their skills under proper coaches and teachers.

• In that playfield the champs will play and will sharpen their skills under proper coaches and teachers.

• I will give them foreign exposure also so that they can learn with great brilliant players around the world. I will also team up with government organization to give them the helping hand.
• My key note will be eyeing on the champs and children's who are good in playing and studies from backward areas and villages despite caste/colour/creed.

• My one more aim to Include Childers who are good in studies but not financially strong to continue their further studies by providing them free education under the guidance of proper teachers and also impact leadership qualities in them.
"THINGS REQUIRED TO START A FOUNDATION"

I need following things so that I can start my foundation and can achieve my dream:

1) Playfields (Purchasing + maintenance)
   a) Main Playfield -1 (100 by 80)
   b) Practise Playfield- 1
   c) 5 cross 5 two
   d) futsal

2) Coaches

3) Infrastructure
   a) Rooms (office + students)
   b) Hostels
   c) Lights
   d) Leisure sources
   e) Management staff

4) Equipments for Football

5) Equipments for Office (Electronic gadgets)

6) Vehicle for Transportation

7) Food
"ACHIEVEMENTS"

- I like to take up challenges and Love to take up new Initiatives and also to develop this Beautiful game. I myself have founded one Football Club named as Manwal Football Club in 2012 and I only manage this club all alone including media.

MANWAL FOOTBALL CLUB

FACEBOOK PAGE LINK
https://www.facebook.com/pritish2910/

INSTAGRAM LINK
https://www.instagram.com/manwal_fc/
I have been able to bring District Football Association in mine District in November (2019) and they have given me the position Of Joint Secretary. I am just 22 years old and love to work in this field.

I also have been able to bring Government coaches here in mine area somehow it's not effective.

You see I have been able to provide sponsorship from Nivia Sports Company also to help needy ones. And here is a link below which will provide you information.
• For the very first time Our area football team participated in National and the performance was brilliant as mine active role was in it to take it to nationals.

• Have been Praised by local administrators for my hard work, my key success and initiatives.

• Manwal football club participated in District game and were runners ups.
MANWAL FOOTBALL CLUB for the very first time from India has been invited by PARIS WORLD GAMES to participate that was to be held in Paris.
Dear Mr.Pritish Sharma,

Greetings from Paris World Games,

This is with reference to the recent exchange of your interest in participating in the Paris World Games.

I am Venkatesh Mekala, one of the organizers of the prestigious Paris World Games, the biggest event for young athletes in France, in which more than 70 nations participate and you will find a presentation on this link.

Our event aims are to allow young athletes from all over the world to connect through sporting events and we hope for a larger contingent of India will be able to participate in these celebrations.

In this context, we hope to meet with you and discuss the possibilities for hosting young athletes from Manwal Football Club to participate in the July 2020 Youth Olympic Games in Paris.

I thank you in advance and please accept, my best regards

Venkatesh Mekala
Ambassador - Regional Head South Asia

(+33) 7 68 52 46 86
parisworldgames.com
I Have been offered the position as a representative of Punjab by Professional Football Scouts Association by DAVID HOBSON
Pritash Sharma  
Hno 21 street No 4  
Khanpur Chowk Pathankot  
Punjab 145001  

To whom it may concern.  

Pritash Sharma is authorised by me to conduct any  
enquires regarding myself and the  

introduction also of my company  
Professional Football Scouts Association in the  
region of Punjab.  
This authorisation is for a period of 6 months from  

Thanks.  

--  

David Hobson / Co-Founder  
david.hobson@thepfsa.co.uk  

The Professional Football Scouts Association  
www.thepfsa.co.uk
THIS EMAIL HAS BEEN SENT TO ME BY INDIAN MINISTRY OF SPORTS AND YOUTH AFFAIRS AFTER COMING TO KNOW ABOUT MY CAUSE AND INITIATIVES.
This is the mail attachment that has been sent to me by FIFA (Federation International De Football Association) a global regulating body of football and AIFF (All India Football Federation) national governing body of football after they come to know about my initiatives and my hard work in the field of football helping young budding athletes.

Dear Pritish,

In view of your email sent to FIFA and AIFF below, I would like to understand what problems are you facing and what sort of support/assistance you require from Punjab FA and/or AIFF to that end. Hence, I would like to request you to kindly come over to the Punjab FA office at Phagwara on 5th August, 2019 to meet me and discuss on the issues highlighted by you.

Looking forward to your confirmation and reply.

Yours sincerely,
Hardeep Singh
"CONCLUSION"

At last I would like to conclude by saying that these all are the things I will cover this in starting and afterwards will go on to work on big projects in future. And I am quite hopeful and positive as I will get some type of help from you guys either by collaboration /foreign exposure(free of cost) /By Sponsoring us as you will be happy to meet me or help me as I am hard working boy.
Please my humble request don't forward the attachment to anyone as this mail has been sent to me by INDIAN MINISTRY OF SPORTS AND YOUTH and by AIFF and FIFA and Paris World Games about mine initiatives and also PFSA

You can visit my profile at LinkedIn & Instagram

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pritish-sharma-33b6a4196
https://www.instagram.com/pritish29/
"THANKSGIVING"

I would like to thanks for taking out precious time from a busy schedule to have a look into my project which will be for well-being for others and I know that you will definitely help me in establishing my dream project that is "SPORTS FOR ALL"
THANKS & REGARDS

Pritish Sharma
MANWAL FOOTBALL CLUB (founder/CEO)
JOINT SECRETARY (Pathankot FA)
PUNJAB REPRESENTATIVE (PFSA)